End-stage ankle osteoarthritis is an often debilitating condition that significantly impacts a patient’s mobility and quality of life. The true prevalence of ankle osteoarthritis is unknown, but it is estimated that ~ 11% of patients with knee osteoarthritis and ~ 1% of the world population has ankle osteoarthritis. In addition, ~ 90% of cases are post-traumatic, and it may have an increasing prevalence with greater participation in sports. In the United Kingdom alone, ~ 29,000 visits per year are made by patients with ankle osteoarthritis seeking treatment from foot and ankle orthopaedic surgeons. Traditionally in patients who have failed conservative measures, ankle arthrodesis has been the gold standard surgical option to reduce pain and restore some quality of life. However, ankle arthrodesis leads to gait dysfunction and increased stress on the adjacent joints that can lead to several complications including nonunion, malalignment, infection, and accelerated osteoarthritis of adjacent joints.

First described by Lord and Marotte in 1973, total ankle arthroplasty (TAA) has been increasingly used as an alternative to arthrodesis to decrease pain and restore mobility to the tibiotalar joint. Initial designs had high rates of failure that led to nearly complete abandonment of TAA. However, newer generation designs have demonstrated much improved results and a gradual increase in the number of TAAs performed. By 2010, ~ 13,000 TAAs had been performed in the United States, and the rate of TAAs in the United States had increased from 2.4 per 100,000 admissions between 1997 and 2003 to 3.5 per 100,000 admissions between 2004 and 2010. This represents a 46% increase in usage rate.

Similar increases have been seen in other countries as well. For example, the UK National Joint Registry noted an increase in TAAs from ~ 400 in 2010 to nearly 700 in 2016. Roukis and Prissel collected the published data from all countries that reported their numbers of TAAs in a national registry. They found that between 2000 and 2006, 1,549 TAAs were performed in these countries, whereas 2,431 TAAs were performed between 2007 and 2011, and 911 TAAs were performed in 2011 alone. In contrast, the usage rate of ankle arthrodesis has remained relatively stable in a similar time frame. The sustained increase in the performance of TAA has

Abstract

End-stage ankle osteoarthritis often significantly impacts patients’ quality of life. This can be managed surgically either by ankle arthrodesis or total ankle arthroplasty (TAA). Although ankle arthrodesis is considered by some as the standard-of-care surgical option for this condition, it restricts range of motion and may lead to accelerated osteoarthritis of neighboring joints. Better understanding of ankle biomechanics, the biological effects of orthopaedic devices, and new surgical techniques have led to significant improvements in the designs of TAAs, and over the last several decades TAA has been used increasingly to treat patients with end-stage tibiotalar osteoarthritis. However, complication and ultimate failure rates remain greater than those seen with total knee and hip arthroplasty, and imaging is often critical in determining whether a prosthesis is beginning to fail. As a result, imagers should be familiar with the basic types of TAAs in clinical use, the normal radiographic appearances, as well as the common complications seen with this procedure.
been attributed to the development of newer devices that have resulted in substantially decreased complication rates as well as a greater number of trained foot and ankle specialists who offer this technically challenging surgery.

This article describes the differences in the main device designs of TAAs with a discussion of improvements in biomechanics that have led to improved outcomes, as well as the indications/contraindications and imaging strategies used to assess these devices.

**Prosthesis Types**

Currently 14 U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved ankle arthroplasty systems are available (due to our geographic location, discussion is limited to those devices approved in the United States, some of which are now rarely used or no longer available but remain of historical significance).

Initial first-generation designs mimicked the hip prosthesis, with a highly constrained two-part ball-and-socket configuration. Implantation included near-total talar bony resection and subtalar arthrodesis. Early clinical outcomes with this first-generation design were largely unacceptable, with high degrees of loosening, osteolysis, and subsidence that were attributed to design flaws related to poor understanding of ankle biomechanics. This necessitated a high degree of revision, and subsequently this type of prosthesis fell out of favor. It is likely that such early unsatisfactory results led to many centers largely abandoning TAA in clinical practice, possibly reflected in the large gaps in FDA-approved designs in the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s.

With subsequent designs, construction was tailored with an eye toward decreasing the extent of bony resection required for implantation as well as decreasing the degree of constraint, a reflection of the complexity of normal ankle biomechanics. These prosthetic designs are commonly distinguished on the basis of the number of components involved. The so-called second-generation devices are composed of two components, and the third-generation devices are composed of three, although this definition can often be variable in the literature, further complicated by manufacturers referring to “generations” within their lines of products.

The number of components can be more simply determined by the relationship of the polyethylene (PE) spacer to the tibial base plate. If the PE component is locked to the base plate, the prosthesis is two component (also referred to as “fixed bearing”). A freely mobile PE spacer results in a three-component design (also referred to as “mobile bearing”). The freely mobile three-component design carries the possible advantage of requiring less bone resection during implantation, at the expense of increased risk for PE spacer dislocation. Of the different types of TAAs, failure rates are highest in the constrained design group, with lesser degrees of loosening in the nonconstrained group. Historically, these groups were further subdivided on the basis of the manner of fixation to bone and the materials used in device construction, although these distinctions may be of less clinical utility currently.

Fixation denotes the means by which the arthroplasty is bonded to the native bone. First-generation devices used cement fixation that required a larger bone resection and may have contributed to the increased complication rates associated with these prostheses. Additionally, as a polymethylmethacrylate cement, the polymerization of bone cement is an exothermic reaction that could theoretically lead to thermal soft tissue damage. Notable differences have been demonstrated between cemented and cementless fixation; cemented prostheses have had aseptic loosening rates reportedly as high as 76%, whereas loosening in cementless prostheses of comparable design was reported between 0% and 23%.

Multiple techniques are used by the various manufacturers to enhance cementless fixation, ranging from the utilization of porous materials to biomimetic surface coatings. Although cementless techniques have become the preferred method of fixation, for all but the STAR ankle

**Fig. 1** Fixed-bearing total ankle arthroplasty (TAA). (a) Anteroposterior and oblique, as well as (b) lateral radiographs of the ankle in a 76-year-old man who has a cementless TAA with the Agility system. The device has a tibiofibular tray with a fixed lucent spacer and a talar dome component. To insert the prosthetic components correctly, a fibular osteotomy followed by syndesmotic fixation is performed. The talar dome component does not necessarily have to be centrally positioned within the tibiotaral component.
replacement this is considered an off-label use by the FDA, reflecting the different regulatory pathways used to obtain clearance for marketing.

Agility
The Agility total ankle prosthesis (DePuy) (Fig. 1), previously marketed as the Alvine Ankle, is a modular two-component ankle prosthesis composed of a titanium tibial tray with a locking semiconstrained PE tibial insert and a cobalt chromium talar component. Fusion of the distal tibiofibular syndesmosis is desired during implantation to stabilize the tibial component. As one of the earliest approved ankle prostheses, this line has some of the longest follow-up of any fixed-bearing total ankle replacement in the United States. Reported 5-year survival rate with reoperation as the end point is 54%, and with arthroplasty failure as the end point is 80%. The Agility total ankle system design underwent modification in 2007. A broad-based talar component was redesigned to reduce subsidence of the tibial component, mixing and matching of component sizes was integrated to improve implant match with native anatomy, and the PE spacer was converted to frontloading to facilitate exchange (if needed). Despite these modifications, and despite being the most commonly performed implantation in the United States for ~20 years, the Agility product line is no longer commercially available, and current interest in this product line centers on revision techniques.

Salto Talaris
The Salto Talaris Anatomic Ankle (Tornier) arthroplasty design (Fig. 2a, b) is a derivative of the Salto (Tornier) ankle system modified for marketing within the United States. Specifically, whereas the Salto system (for the international market) is designed as a mobile-bearing prosthesis,

Fig. 2 Mobile-bearing total ankle arthroplasty (TAA). (a) Anteroposterior and (b) lateral radiographs of the ankle in a 71-year-old woman with a history of posttraumatic tibiotalar arthropathy who underwent cementless TAA of the ankle with the Salto Talaris device. The device consists of a tibial tray component, a talar dome prosthesis, and a radiolucent mobile spacer. The device is placed with an anterior approach that precludes syndesmotic disruption. (c) Line drawing of the STAR ankle prosthesis, a three-component mobile-bearing device that includes a tibial plate with two cylinders, a talar dome component with a keel, and an interposed mobile-bearing spacer.
the Salto Talaris was changed to a fixed-bearing prosthesis and subsequently received FDA clearance via the 510(k) premarket notification pathway after demonstrating substantial equivalence to legally marketed predicate devices. The tibial base and the talar components are manufactured from cobalt chromium alloy, with a PE insert. Although only approved for cemented use, the bone-contacting surfaces are coated with a titanium plasma spray to facilitate cementless fixation. The talar component is intended to mimic native talar anatomy, with asymmetric lateral larger than medial radii. The tibial component includes a short stem that projects into the distal tibia, and the PE component locks onto the tibial component.

Scandinavian Total Ankle Replacement
The Scandinavian Total Ankle Replacement (Stryker), often marketed as the STAR ankle, is to date the only cementless prosthesis available in the United States, having undergone premarket approval via the investigational device exemption pathway. Initially a two-component prosthesis marketed in Europe, the STAR prosthesis has undergone multiple modifications throughout its clinical use. The most recent iteration of the STAR prosthesis is a three-component, mobile-bearing, cementless design including a trapezoidal tibial tray, a symmetrical partial cylinder talar component, and a PE spacer. The tibial component has two cylinders with ridges that allow for bony ingrowth, whereas the talar component has a fin that inserts into the talus. The metallic components’ bone contact surfaces are coated with hydroxyapatite to facilitate bony ingrowth. The mobile component allows for rotation in addition to translation that may reduce junctional stress at the implant–bone interface.

Inbone I and II, Infinity, Invision
The Inbone I (formerly known as the Topaz Total Ankle Replacement System) and Inbone II Total Ankle Systems are fixed-bearing two-component designs. The tibial and talar stem components are relatively long in comparison with other designs, and they are highly modular, allowing for customization based on patient anatomy. The intention of this design is to remove the mechanical load from the bearing components by the large stems. Although some authors have raised concern that transmission of forces by the long stem into the tibial metaphysis may contribute to loosening of the prosthesis, only limited or early-to-mid data are available to date on clinical and radiographic outcomes.

The Infinity (Wright) total ankle system was designed with the primary goal of limiting the amount of bone resection and soft tissue dissection necessary for implantation, and it has a significantly smaller profile relative to precursor devices. Limited early clinical and radiographic data indicate reoperation and revision rates that are similar or slightly favorable relative to prior systems, with longer term outcomes not currently available.

The Invision (Wright) Total Ankle Revision System is a fixed-bearing system specifically designed for revision procedures. It is based on the Inbone platform with tibial trays that are compatible with previously indwelling Inbone talar stems. No specific literature regarding this system is currently available, beyond that published by the manufacturer.

Both the Inbone and Infinity ankle replacement systems can be implanted using an intramedullary referencing system or computed tomography (CT)-derived patient-specific plans and guides (PROPHECY, Wright Medical Technology) that is discussed subsequently in greater detail.

Other Designs
Additional recently FDA-approved devices include the Zimmer Trabecular Metal Total Ankle (Zimmer), the Vantage Total Ankle System (Exactech), the Cadence Total Ankle Replacement System (Integra LifeSciences), and the Hintermann Series H2 Total Ankle System (DT MedTech), all of which are two-part fixed-bearing designs, with subtle modifications relative to existing predicate devices.

![Fig. 3](image-url) Wright Infinity total ankle arthroplasty (TAA). (a) Anteroposterior and (b) lateral radiographs of the ankle in a 50-year-old woman with a history of posttraumatic ankle arthritis who has a mobile-bearing TAA with the Wright Infinity system. This device is smaller than prior designs and requires resection of less bone stock.
Indications

The most common indication for TAA is for the treatment of advanced arthropathy resulting from end-stage primary osteoarthritis, posttraumatic arthrosis, or infectious or inflammatory arthritis (after the infection has cleared), in patients for whom preserved functional range of motion is desired.\textsuperscript{21,43–46} TAA is of particular interest for the treatment of patients with systemic diseases resulting in bilateral end-stage osteoarthritis, such as patients with hemophilia, because a bilateral arthrodesis would result in a significant decrease of functional mobility.\textsuperscript{47} TAA is also indicated for patients who have had failed prior ankle surgery or in patients with prior hindfoot or midfoot fusion, for whom preserved functional range of motion is desired. TAA in combination with hindfoot fusion versus TAA in isolation demonstrated similar clinical outcomes.\textsuperscript{48}

The ideal candidate would be a middle-aged to older patient without significant comorbidities and a normal to low body mass index (BMI). To maximize the chances of a technically successful arthroplasty, the patient should have adequate tibial and talar bone stock, a stable and well-aligned hindfoot, adequate soft tissue support, and no lower extremity neurovascular impairment.\textsuperscript{49}

Contraindications

Absolute and relative contraindications to TAA can be surmised by obversion of the ideal candidate just described. Absolute contraindications include (1) active soft tissue or bony infection; (2) neurovascular compromise such as neuroarthropathy (Charcot foot), severe sensorimotor dysfunction of the foot/ankle, and vascular inflow/outflow compromise; (3) compromised periaricular soft tissue restraints including laxity due to connective tissue disease or advanced scarring due to multiple prior surgeries or prior trauma; and (4) poor bone stock including severe osteoporosis or osteonecrosis.\textsuperscript{50}

Previously considered an absolute contraindication,\textsuperscript{51} excessive hindfoot malalignment has been modified to a relative contraindication, provided additional realignment procedures are performed to address the deformity at the time of arthroplasty.\textsuperscript{52–54}

Considerations for Preoperative Imaging

Several factors that can be identified on preoperative imaging may be helpful to the surgeon in matching appropriate TAA candidate patients with the optimal technique including the etiology of the arthropathy, the degree and type of ankle malalignment, the preoperative range of motion at the ankle joint, and the degree of periaricular fibrosis.

Postoperative range of motion is typically only improved by ~5 degrees relative to preoperative range of motion, indicating that a main factor influencing postoperative range of motion is in fact preoperative range of motion.\textsuperscript{55} Although no consensus method for measuring ankle range of motion exists, one such method was proposed by Coetzee et al. In this method, weightbearing lateral radiographs are obtained in neutral flexion, terminal dorsiflexion, and terminal plantar flexion, and lines are drawn from the posterior to anterior lip of the tibia and along the inferior aspect of the talus at the subtalar joint to determine tibiotalar angle and hence range of motion. This method has not been prospectively validated, but it is illustrative of the need for a measurement of tibiotalar range of motion that is reliable, accurate, and reproducible.

With increasing experience in the performance of TAA, there has also been a concomitant increase in the tendency to attempt treatment of more complex deformities. Although it was shown that preoperative hindfoot deformity is not an absolute contraindication to TAA, it is important to note that these deformities should be addressed at the time of prosthesis implantation or the life span of the implant could be compromised\textsuperscript{54,56} Additionally, the nature of the ankle malalignment provides prognostic value; namely, patients with the valgus angle malalignment were shown to have superior postoperative range of motion compared with those with varus malalignment.\textsuperscript{57} As such, weightbearing preoperative radiographs should be obtained to assess for foot and ankle alignment, with attention paid to planus or cavus and varus or valgus deformities.

Identifying the etiology of the arthropathy needing TAA was also shown to demonstrate prognostic value. Lee et al demonstrated improved range of motion for patients with a primary ankle osteoarthritis relative to patients with a posttraumatic arthrosis.\textsuperscript{57} Although Bai et al demonstrated equivalent outcomes between the two groups, they also found a higher incidence of complication after TAA in the posttraumatic group.\textsuperscript{58}

With promising results of preoperative computer navigation and patient-specific instrumentation in total knee and hip arthroplasty, similar techniques have also been extended to TAA. First FDA approved in 2011, the PROPHETIC (Wright) preoperative navigation alignment guide is to date the only such system currently in use, and it is compatible with both the Inbone (Wright) and Infinity (Wright) ankle systems. The guides are designed from patient-specific CTs and subsequently manufactured for single use. The guides are intended to serve as an alternative to traditional alignment instrumentation and therefore reduce the number of steps required during surgery. Early clinical evidence suggests the use of such a system results in reliable, repeatable implant placement, improved implant alignment, and decreased procedural time, although further data are needed regarding clinical implications.\textsuperscript{59–61}

Complications

TAA has been more prone to developing complications and has had higher revision rates than total knee or hip arthroplasty, which may in part be responsible for the slower acceptance of TAA in the treatment of end-stage ankle arthropathy. A recent pooled data analysis by Lawton et al comparing the outcomes of TAA with ankle arthrodesis...
reported an overall complication rate of 20% with a revision rate of 8% in six studies that met the authors’ inclusion criteria, totaling 2,239 ankles. For comparison, the reported survivorship rate for total knee arthroplasty is generally > 95% at 10 years and > 85% for total hip arthroplasty at 10 years. The most common reason for implant failure is aseptic loosening, followed by persistent pain and periprosthetic infection. There has been high variability in reported survivorship of TAAs. A meta-analysis by Gougoulias et al involving 1,105 devices from 13 studies reported a 10% failure rate at 5 years, with failure defined as implant revision or explantation followed by arthrodesis. Barg et al studied the results on 722 TAAs in 684 patients who received the HINTEGRA TAA and found survivorship at 5 years was 94% and was 84% at 10 years. The types of complications and reporting of complications varies from region to region, which could be related to the type of devices used and to the technical experience of the operating surgeon.

Incomplete understanding of abnormal biomechanics, particularly in the design of early-generation TAAs, may predispose TAA to abnormal stresses that can lead to complications, such as aseptic loosening or osteolysis. However, progressive improvements in the design of these devices have taken the normal biomechanics of the ankle into consideration. Initial designs were constrained in movement, operating roughly as hinge joints that allowed ankle flexion and extension. However, there is greater awareness among foot and ankle surgeons about rotation and sliding motions that are critical in allowing normal tibiotalar motion. Incongruent tibial and talar articular surfaces increased edge loading (abnormal contact between the PE spacer and a metallic edge) and resulted in greater PE spacer wear. In addition, initial surgeries for TAA may have attempted to correct articular surface abnormalities without addressing underlying malalignment, such as hindfoot valgus or varus deformities, or insufficiency of the surrounding soft tissue restraints.

Newer devices attempt to maintain physiologic transfer of forces between the distal tibia and talus through the arthroplasty without inducing excessive edge loading that can lead to device failure. Although first-generation devices were cemented to achieve greater postoperative implant stability, it was recognized that shear forces were concentrated at the cement–bone interface, and cement requires a greater amount of bone resection. As a result, cemented prostheses developed a high rate of aseptic loosening and osteolysis. Thus, the metallic surfaces of newer devices are porous bead coated and coated with hydroxyapatite, and the devices are placed press fit to encourage greater osteointegration. Finally, many of the earlier designs resected more native bone, particularly in the distal tibial metaphysis, that prevented the normal transfer of forces from the native tibia to the tibial prosthesis, and long stem tibial components used frequently in early designs may also have led to increased stress in the distal tibial metaphysis. Many newer devices are placed by resecting as little native bone as possible. This not only improves load transfer within the ankle but also preserves bone stock in case surgical revision is required.

Several complications are seen with TAA that can be divided into several categories. Some authors list complications based on frequency of occurrence. Work by Lee et al of 262 TAAs in 260 patients demonstrated that 62% of these devices showed radiographic evidence of complication. Periprosthetic lucency was seen in 34% of cases, hardware subsidence was seen in 24%, peri-hardware fracture was noted in 11%, synostotic screw loosening was seen in 10%, and screw fracture was seen in 6.5% of cases. Glazebrook et al categorized complications into high risk, intermediate risk, or low risk for the development of implant failure. It may be helpful for clinicians evaluating radiologic studies to use a classification scheme that divides complications temporally into intraoperative, early postoperative, and late postoperative categories. Intraoperative complications include neurovascular bundle injury, tendon injury, excessive resection of bone, and medial malleolar fracture. Early postoperative complications include medial malleolar stress fracture, distal fibular fracture, distal tibial fracture, delayed wound healing, and infection. Finally, late postoperative complications involve periprosthetic fracture, aseptic loosening, subsidence, expansile osteolysis, impingement, PE spacer wear and migration, synostotic nonunion, heterotopic ossification, osteoarthritis in neighboring joints, and chronic regional pain syndrome.

Aseptic Loosening

Aseptic loosening is the most common complication found in patients with TAA and the most common indication for prosthetic revision. Approximately 40% of revised TAAs are due to aseptic loosening. Not all patients who develop radiographic signs of aseptic loosening are symptomatic, although the radiographic development of excessive periprosthetic lucency could precede the development of symptoms. The etiology of periprosthetic loosening is not well understood and likely multifactorial. This may include micro-motion at the prosthesis–bone interface due to shear and rotational forces, localized tissue necrosis with development of a reparative membrane, shedding of PE particles that induces a cell-mediated reaction and releases matrix metalloproteinases that inhibit bone ingrowth, and the development of fluid between the prosthesis and the bone.

Other factors, such as genetics, activity level, specific model used, and body weight (BMI > 30), were also associated with the development of aseptic loosening. Radio graphically, loosening is determined when there is lucency around the prosthetic component at the prosthesis–bone interface that measures > 2 mm in width (Fig. 4). The management of symptomatic aseptic loosening includes nonsurgical and surgical treatment options. It may respond to oral nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, activity modification or immobilization, and targeted local anesthetic/steroid injection if there is concern for synovitis. For patients failing conservative measures, surgical options such as revision arthroplasty, arthrodesis of the tibiotalar or tibiotalocalcaneal joints with bone block grafting, and even below-knee amputation can be considered.
Expansile Osteolysis

Expansile osteolysis, also known as ballooning osteolysis or periprosthetic cysts, has been seen in up to 15% of TAAs and may lead to device instability, periprosthetic fractures, and talar component collapse. It represents collections of T cell–mediated immune response to the prosthesis that releases cytokines and induces osteoclast function. This results in bone destruction associated with areas of necrotic tissue. Like aseptic loosening, the precise cause of this complication is unknown and likely related to several factors. It was proposed that shed PE particles engulfed by macrophages induce the inflammatory cascade. However, a study by van Wijngaarden et al that performed histologic analysis of 22 cases of periprosthetic osteolytic cysts in patients with TAAs did not find an association between concentration of PE particles and time to surgical revision. The authors concluded that PE particles may not be solely responsible for the development of expansile osteolysis. Additionally, the hydroxyapatite coating may also be associated with cyst development.

Radiographically, these periprosthetic cysts are rounded areas of periprosthetic lucency, often with thinning of the overlying cortex. They may have a thin rim of peripheral sclerosis, indicating an indolent rate of growth (Fig. 5). Because the development of expansile osteolysis erodes bone stock and may result in implant failure, these cysts are often followed on serial radiographs to determine their rate of enlargement. Additionally, CT is frequently performed to better characterize these lesions and to detect lesions that may be radiographically occult. Several treatment options are available if the periprosthetic cyst is considered symptomatic. In most instances, curettage and bone graft packing of the cysts, along with exchange of the PE spacer, have been performed. In more advanced cases, either implant revision or removal followed by arthrodesis may be required.

Subsidence and Component Migration

Along with aseptic loosening, subsidence represents the most common postoperative complication associated with

---

**Fig. 4** Aseptic loosening. Sagittal reformatted computed tomography image in a 54-year-old man who had posttraumatic ankle arthropathy and underwent total ankle arthroplasty (TAA) with a Salto Talaris device. There are areas of periprosthetic lucency > 2 mm in thickness along the anterior tibial and talar bone–prosthetic interfaces (arrows). Along the posterior margin of the talar prosthesis is a developing periprosthetic cyst formation as well (arrowhead).

**Fig. 5** Expansile osteolysis. (a) Initial coronal computed tomography (CT) reformatted image from 2009 in a 68-year-old female patient who has total ankle arthroplasty (TAA) with the Agility prosthetic system does not show expansile osteolysis. There is suggestion of hindfoot valgus and mild lucency along the lateral tibiofibular tray within the fibula (arrow) that could represent early aseptic loosening. (b) Subsequent CT coronal reformatted image of the same ankle in 2012 now shows an area of expansile osteolysis in the lateral malleolus (arrow). As in this case, many of these lesions associated with particle disease have a thin rim of peripheral sclerosis, suggesting a more indolent process than other causes of osteolysis such as infection. In addition, there is greater hindfoot valgus with narrowing of the subfibular distance and a new lateral talar body subcortical cyst formation (arrowhead) that could be related to subfibular impingement.
TAA failure, and subsidence was reported in nearly 11% of failed TAAs. It reflects loosening and irregular distribution of force across the prosthesis that may result in further osseous erosion and component malalignment, osteonecrosis, or talomalleolar impingement. Subsidence in the tibia has become much less common than in the talus after the widespread use of cementless tibial component fixation. Soon after surgery there may be physiologic settling of the talar component. However, this should be very mild and not continue to progress for >6 months. Radiographically, subsidence may be determined by >5-mm depression, most commonly of the talar component, possibly associated with angular deformities >5 degrees (Fig. 6). Several treatment options have been performed for subsidence including revision TAA and ankle or tibiotalocalcaneal arthrodesis.

Infection and Delayed Wound Healing
Infection occurs in up to 10% of patients with TAAs and includes superficial wound infections that may lead to delayed wound closure and deeper periprosthetic infections. Infections are categorized by the time frame following surgery as either acute (within 6 weeks of surgery) or late (>6 weeks following surgery) (Fig. 7). Radiography may not demonstrate an abnormality in the setting of an acute infection. Initial evaluation is more clinical and should include serum erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein, which are commonly elevated markers of inflammation/infection. However, as the infection progresses there may be soft tissue swelling, periosteal reaction, and osteolysis.

CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using metal artifact reduction techniques may be helpful to detect these findings earlier, and MRI may detect periprosthetic bone marrow edema or replacement if the clinical and radiographic findings cannot clearly diagnose or exclude infection. Nuclear medicine studies, such as three-phase bone scan, may indicate areas of rapid bone turnover that can be seen with active infections. Additionally, indium-111-

Fig. 6 Subsidence. A 64-year-old female patient who has total ankle arthroplasty with the Salto Talaris system presented with persistent ankle pain. (a) Initial lateral intraoperative fluoroscopic image of the same ankle demonstrates the normal position of the talar dome component. (b) Sagittal computed tomography (CT) reformatted image of the ankle performed 15 months later shows depression of the talar dome component. The anterior margin of the talar component is 10 mm inferior to the dorsal margin of the talar neck (arrow), and the apex of the talar dome is at the same height as the dorsal talar neck. The maximal amount of inferior migration before subsidence is diagnosed is 5 mm. There is also developing joint narrowing and osteoarthritis of the talonavicular joint (arrowhead) that was not seen on the initial fluoroscopic image and a preoperative CT (not shown).

Fig. 7 Periprosthetic infection. A 56-year-old male patient underwent Salto Talaris total ankle arthroplasty and developed pain and swelling within 6 months of the initial surgery. Laboratory studies showed elevated C-reactive protein. Coronal computed tomography reformatted image of the ankle shows significant osteolysis around the talar component and screws bridging the subtalar joint (arrow). The osteolysis extends to the lateral calcaneal body. Unlike many cases of aseptic expansile osteolysis, there is no peripheral sclerosis surrounding the region of osteolysis, which reflects a more aggressive process. The treating orthopaedic surgeon removed the infected hardware and ultimately performed arthrodesis once the infection was cured.
labeled leukocyte scans in combination with technetium-99m (Tc-99m) sulfur colloid imaging of the bone marrow have been performed to add specificity to the diagnosis. Finally, ultrasound (US) may be helpful in detecting and aspirating joint effusions and periprosthetic collections that may help to isolate a causative organism. Superficial infections may be treated with antibiotics and wound debridement, whereas deeper infections may require debridement, device component exchange, and longer duration of antibiotics.87

Periprosthetic Fracture
Although it is the most common intraoperative complication during TAA, periprosthetic fracture is relatively uncommon and has reportedly occurred in ~4% of cases.88 Fractures can either be intraoperative or postoperative. When intraoperative they are likely related to technical factors such as level of surgical experience, component overstuffing (placement of prosthetic components that are larger than the osteotomy bed), or component malpositioning. In contrast, postoperative fractures may be either posttraumatic or stress related. Excessive bone resection, component overstuffing, or malposition may contribute to posttraumatic postoperative fractures.85 Stress fractures are most common in the medial malleolus and may be due to patient noncompliance with weightbearing instructions. In addition, varus malpositioning of the tibial implant during surgery may also contribute to abnormal stress in the medial malleolus (Fig. 8). They can also be associated with osteoporosis and excessive distal tibial bone resection or multiple pin stabilization of the distal tibia during the procedure. Most periprosthetic fractures can be managed with immobilization and limited weightbearing unless there is fracture displacement or instability.88

Heterotopic Ossification and Osseous Spurring
Heterotopic ossification is commonly seen following TAA, reported in >90% of patients after 3 years following surgery.89,90 It can lead to symptomatic ankle impingement. Few factors are known to correlate with its development; however, component undersizing relative to the osteotomy bed may be associated. Radiographically, it occurs most commonly posteriorly but can be seen anywhere around the joint (Fig. 9). A grading system modified from the Brooker system of heterotopic ossification in the hip was proposed with grade 0 representing no heterotopic ossification; grade 1, a small island of isolated ossification; grade 2, multiple foci of ossification that are not confluent; and grade 3, confluent, bridging ossification.90 Debridement can be performed if the focus of heterotopic ossification is considered symptomatic. However, occasionally resection of osteophytes can lead to instability.85

PE Spacer Displacement or Fracture
Mobile-bearing TAAs are designed to increase range of ankle motion and to reduce the load transfer to the prosthesis–bone interface. However, this results in relative PE spacer instability and the possibility of displacement. Additionally, there are reports of spacer wearing or even fracture that is likely due to abnormal contact forces and edge loading (Fig. 10). Metal markers are embedded in the PE spacers...
of many models, and radiographically, displacement or extrusion is seen as abnormal movement of the radiopaque markers. Fracture of the spacer may be difficult to detect radiographically unless there is displacement of the markers. CT may be the best imaging modality to assess for PE spacer displacement or fracture because the spacer is well seen as a lucent structure usually located between the tibial and talar prosthetic components. PE spacer exchange can be performed if the spacer is worn or fractured. However, the prosthetic component alignment and status of the stabilizing ligaments should be assessed to determine whether there are abnormal contact pressures within the joint that may predispose the device to repeated failure.

**Imaging Strategy**

Several imaging modalities, including radiography, fluoroscopy, CT, MRI, and nuclear medicine studies such as bone scintigraphy using planar imaging and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), as well as combination indium-111-labeled leukocyte/sulfur colloid bone marrow scintigraphy studies, have been used to assess total ankle arthroplasties. Of these, the mainstay is serial radiography. Studies are helpful to detect subtle abnormalities such as subsidence, early osteolysis, and angular deformities that may indicate aseptic loosening or possibly infection. No consensus time frame for obtaining follow-up imaging has been established. Barg et al performed imaging immediately postoperatively, at 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, and annually thereafter. Lee et al performed radiography immediately postoperatively, at 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, and then annually. Immediate postoperative anteroposterior (AP) and lateral radiographs are helpful in determining whether the bones and orthopaedic implants are in expected alignment. They are also adequate in establishing a baseline alignment for future assessments. However, they are performed without weightbearing, and attention to proper positioning will ensure these radiographs are useful as a comparison study for future examinations. Subsequent studies are performed with AP and lateral weightbearing technique depending on patient tolerance, and some institutions include lateral non-weightbearing maximally dorsiflexed and plantarflexed images to assess the range of motion. The subsequent studies are used to evaluate for signs of osteointegration, determine osseous and prosthetic component alignment, and detect developing heterotopic ossification, in addition to evaluating range of motion.

Abnormal movement of the orthopaedic hardware or periprosthetic lucency may indicate device loosening and
may be subtle on radiography. As a result, the imager must have a clear understanding of the normal imaging appearance of a particular device.\(^7\) Device movement can be assessed by either linear or angular measurements, and an angular change of 5 degrees, > 5 mm of component migration, or > 2 mm of lucency surrounding the hardware component at the bone–metal interface are all criteria used to diagnose loosening (►Fig. 11).\(^7,99\) On immediate or early postoperative radiographic studies, there may be some expected periprosthetic lucency > 2 mm in width due to orthopaedic technique that may require resection of some bone to allow appropriate device implantation. These areas must be reassessed on follow-up imaging and should eventually resolve with osteointegration. The rate of component migration can also be helpful because rapid changes in position are more commonly associated with infection.\(^100\)

Zonal systems used radiographically have been described to help localize abnormalities. One commonly used system divides the tibial component on the AP image into five or six equal-size segments and numbers the segments from 1 to 5 (or 6) labeled medial to lateral. The tibial component on the lateral radiograph is divided into three equal-size segments labeled A, B, and C from anterior to posterior (►Fig. 12).\(^99\) A second 10-zone system was described by Besse et al, particularly to localize areas of expansile osteolysis. On the AP radiograph there are five zones that include the lateral tibia,

---

**Fig. 11** Normal radiographic appearances of total ankle arthroplasty (TAA). (a) Anteroposterior (AP) radiograph of the ankle following TAA shows the normal relationship of the prosthetic components with the distal tibial and talus. The tibial component angle (angle A) is formed between the tibial long axis taken parallel to the lateral tibial diaphyseal cortex (line 1) and the surface of the tibial plate (line 2), and it measures 89 degrees ± 3 degrees. The AP talar component angle (angle B) is formed by the tibial long axis (line 1) and a line tangent to the talar prosthesis at its bony interface. This should also measure ~ 90 degrees. (b) Lateral radiograph of the ankle also demonstrates the normal relationships of the tibial and talar prostheses and bones. The tibial long axis (line 1) is drawn along the posterior tibial diaphyseal cortex. The lateral tibial component angle (angle A) is formed by the long axis of the tibia and a line drawn tangent to the tibial tray at its osseous interface (line 2). Similar to the AP tibial component angle, this should also be ~ 90 degrees. The talar component angle (angle B) is formed by drawing a line connecting the anterior/superior margin of the talar head and the posterior/inferior margin of the talar body (line 3) and another line tangent to the flat talar prosthesis component at its osseous interface (line 4). This should measure < 10 degrees. Angle C is formed by the tibial long axis (line 1) and the flat talar component surface (line 4) and used to determine the range of motion during plantar flexion and dorsiflexion. Lateral fluoroscopic intraoperative images of the ankle following arthroplasty in full plantarflexion (c) and dorsiflexion (d) demonstrate two ways to determine angular movement. One could either determine angle A, which represents the angle between the tibial long axis (line 1) and the flat surface of the talar prosthesis (line 3), or angle B, which represents the angle formed by a line tangent to the flat surface of the tibial component (line 2) and the flat surface of the talar component (line 3). Using angle B, normal maximal dorsiflexion is generally ~ 5 degrees; normal maximal plantarflexion is ~ 20 degrees. Angle A can be estimated and is roughly 90 degrees. (e) AP radiograph of an INFINITY TAA system soon after surgery demonstrates expected periprosthetic lucency at the prosthesis–bone interface (arrow). This is smooth, measures < 2 mm, and is commonly seen soon after TAA as part of the surgical technique. It should not be mistaken for aseptic loosening. (f) Repeat AP radiograph of the ankle demonstrates signs of osteointegration. Bone extends to the margin of the talar prosthesis and the previously noted periprosthetic lucency is no longer visible (arrow).
medial tibia, lateral malleolus, medial malleolus, and area under the talar implant at the metal–bone interface. On the lateral radiograph there are also five zones: the anterior tibia, posterior tibia, posterior implant–bone interface, anterior implant–bone interface, and the talar head/neck junction (►Fig. 13).

CT has excellent spatial resolution and better contrast resolution than radiography, and it helps characterize bones for fracture, focal osteolysis, and periosteal reactions. However, CT of metallic devices is prone to photon starvation and beam-hardening artifacts that may make it difficult to assess the prosthesis–bone interface. In addition, most subtle osseous and prosthetic malalignments can be detected radiographically. Thus CT is most often used to confirm suspected areas of periprosthetic expansile osteolysis seen on radiography or to further assess these lesions and determine the degree of bone stock loss (►Fig. 14). Several techniques have been used successfully to reduce the degree of metal-related artifact and improve prosthetic assessment. These include making sure the long axis of the tibial prosthesis is oriented along the long axis of the CT table, using thinner section imaging, increasing kVp or possibly mAs, viewing the implant in wider windows, and using a softer reconstruction kernel, such as the soft tissue algorithm. Newer techniques, such as obtaining monoenergetic CT images via dual-energy computed tomography or iterative metal artifact reduction, have also been performed with excellent results when available.

Fig. 12 Pyevich zonal system for characterizing aseptic loosening. This system has been used to standardize reporting of areas of periprosthetic loosening. (a) On the anteroposterior radiograph of the ankle, the articular surfaces of the ankle joint are segmented into five or six regions that are consecutively numbered from 1 to 5 (or 6) from medial to lateral. (b) On the lateral radiograph, the articular surfaces are divided into three equal-size regions labeled A, B, and C from anterior to posterior.

Fig. 13 Besse zonal system for characterizing expansile osteolysis. This system may be more helpful in characterizing the locations of periprosthetic cyst-like lesions. (a) On an anteroposterior radiograph of the ankle, the joint is divided into five zones including the lateral tibia, media tibia, lateral malleolus, medial malleolus, and area under the talar implant at the metal–bone interface. (b) On a lateral radiograph, the joint is also divided into five zones: the anterior tibia, posterior tibia, posterior implant–bone interface, anterior implant/bone interface, and the talar head/neck junction.
MRI of TAA is much less common than of total hip or knee arthroplasty, and little in the literature specifically addresses MRI optimization of TAA. In part this may be due to the relative infrequency of TAAIs performed compared with total hip or knee arthroplasty. However, many of the imaging findings suggesting loosening are usually seen on radiography and CT when needed. MRI may be most helpful in looking for joint effusions and synovial proliferation, along with periprosthetic fluid collections. Additionally, MRI may help assess adjacent soft tissue structures, such as the surrounding ligaments and tendons. As with CT, MRI of metallic devices can produce significant artifacts that limit its ability to characterize the adjacent bone and soft tissues, and several techniques have been used to reduce the degree of artifact to detect areas of expansile periprosthetic osteolysis. These include orienting the long axis of the device along the long axis of the main magnetic field, imaging on lower field-strength magnets with strong gradients, using high bandwidth sequences, substituting short tau inversion recovery sequences for chemically selective, fat-suppressed, fluid-sensitive sequences, and using thin section imaging. Several vendor-specific metal artifact reduction techniques have been very helpful in significantly reducing metal artifact around orthopaedic devices, allowing better assessment of the periprosthetic tissues. Hayter et al published data on 122 patients with hip, knee, and shoulder arthroplasties in which they found the multi-acquisition variable-resonance image combination (MAVRIC) sequence outperformed traditional fast spin-echo (FSE) techniques for assessing the synovium in the affected joint, as well as the prosthesis–bone interface. Recently, de Cesar Netto et al published a report on 40 patients with TAA comparing a compressed sensing slice encoding in metal artifact reduction (CS-SEMAC) technique with traditional high bandwidth techniques. They found that CS-SEMAC significantly improved detection and diagnostic confidence in the detection of periprosthetic marrow edema, osteolysis, and fractures, as well as synovitis and tendinopathy. These techniques, either in combination with or instead of existing FSE sequences, may help establish a larger future role for MRI in assessing painful TAAIs.

US has a much more restricted role in assessing TAA compared with other modalities because it has a limited ability to characterize the periprosthetic bone. Unlike with other imaging modalities, the metallic devices do not produce significant artifacts that obscure the adjacent soft tissues, and US is particularly helpful in evaluating the surrounding soft tissues, such as the joint capsule and its recesses for the presence of an effusion or synovitis, or tendons and ligaments (Fig. 15). Additionally, it is often used to detect periprosthetic fluid collections and to provide imaging guidance for diagnostic aspirations when abscess or septic arthritis is of concern.

Scintigraphy, using either Tc-99m methylene diphosphonate (MDP) or Tc-99m hydroxymethylene diphosphonate (HDP), can be helpful to assess patients with pain following joint replacement if other imaging modalities do not clearly demonstrate the cause of symptoms. Imaging consists of initial planar anterior and posterior blood pool images if there is concern for infection or inflammation along with static anterior, posterior, and lateral images after a 5-minute delay. Areas of increased radiotracer uptake indicate areas of increased bone turnover. Many practices have also included fusion SPECT/CT imaging if the initial planar images are either nondiagnostic or do not clearly show which areas demonstrate increased bone turnover. SPECT/CT has the benefit of greater accuracy and localization with marginal increase in radiation dose compared with planar images.

Much of the literature regarding the use of bone scintigraphy has been performed for total knee and hip...
arthroplasty, and these data have been used clinically in assessing TAAs. Increased radiotracer uptake has been used to detect areas of aseptic loosening around knee arthroplasties, and the greatest benefit of bone scintigraphy is its negative predictive value.\(^{117}\) Mildly increased radiotracer uptake has been noted around total knee and hip arthroplasties for up to 12 months following surgery. However, this should not increase postoperatively on serial examinations. Recent published work by Mason et al that examined the SPECT/CT findings in 14 patients with persistent pain following TAA found a high rate of increased radiotracer uptake along the medial talar component and a lower rate of tracer uptake along the medial tibial component that was not seen radiographically. The authors believed this may represent signs of aseptic loosening.\(^{118}\)

Areas of increased radiotracer uptake on bone scintigraphy only indicate active bone turnover and are not specific for a particular pathology, and targeted nuclear medicine imaging using radiolabeled leukocytes may provide greater accuracy in detecting periprosthetic joint infections. However, it was reported that indium-111-labeled leukocyte studies on their own have relatively low sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing musculoskeletal infections, and the combination of indium-111-labeled leukocyte imaging and Tc-99m sulfur colloid imaging of the bone marrow has been helpful in detecting infections of bone. A result that is positive for periprosthetic infection using this approach consists of a mismatch between the labeled leukocyte study and the bone marrow imaging. On the labeled leukocyte study there would be increased radiotracer uptake around the prosthesis indicating accumulated leukocytes. However, there would be a photopenic area on the sulfur colloid scan that represents a suppressed response of the bone marrow phagocytic activity that occurs in response to infection. This combination approach has a reported accuracy of 88 to 98% in detecting periprosthetic joint infections.\(^{119,120}\)

### Conclusion

TAA is becoming a more widely used device in the treatment of end-stage ankle arthropathy, and it is an alternative surgical option to ankle arthrodesis in many institutions for appropriately selected patients. Several device designs are available, and imagers asked to assess TAAs should be familiar with the imaging appearances and common complications of the most frequently used types. Imaging is critical in the early detection of postoperative complications, which can help guide clinical management. Serial conventional radiography is the imaging modality of choice to establish the baseline appearance of individual patients and to detect subtle changes in implant positioning that can indicate developing device failure. CT is most often used to evaluate expansile periprosthetic osteolysis; MRI or US may be useful to assess surrounding soft tissue stabilizers or periprosthetic fluid collections.
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